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Abstract
In Spring 2020, I did a project, "Decision Tree Predicting the Party of
Legislators," and construct a decision tree model to predict legislators'
parties' based on their votes. We also use this model to identify
legislators who frequently voted against their parties. We used the
legislators' roll call votes, Office of Clerk U.S. House of Representatives
Data Sets (Categorical values) collected in 2018 and 2019. In this new
project, We study the 2018 and 2019 vote data using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA). The goal is to find a (compressed) model
using unsupervised learning to distinguish the legislators' parties, and
PCA and Decision Tree have similar accuracy. We use R and Excel to
handle the data analysis.

PC1(19%) and PC2(13%) for 2018 and PC1(28%) and PC2(9%) for
2019.

Let us discuss tree models for both year. We plot the decision
tree model for each data, 2019 and 2018 Roll Call Votes, from the
previous project. Based on the tree model (2018), one can
predict the party using vote009. If vote 009 is Yes, the parties are
classified as Republicans, and otherwise classified as Democrats.
q Vote009 - The roll call vote to consider the bill(S. 140) to
distribute the WMAT Settlement Fund's use to amend the
White Mountain Apache Tribe Water Rights Quantification Act
of 2010.
The 2019 roll call votes' tree model shows the vote001 , and
vote695, are enough to predict the party. If vote695 and vote001
Yes or Present is classified as Democrats, otherwise one shall
look at vote001. If vote001 is Present classified as Democrats,
otherwise Republicans.

Introduction
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is an algorithm used to reduce
the dimensionality of large data sets' variables into a smaller number of
variables. The compressed data is expected to represent the most feature
of the original data. It is a kind of unsupervised learning. Unsupervised
learning identifies the patterns of data points in the data set that are not
labeled. The Decision Tree algorithm is a supervised learning (interprets
the data from the existing observations) to predict the class value belongs
to the same level. We would like to compare the both methods.

q Vote001 - The vote to call by states
q Vote695 - The vote to consider high crime and misdemeanors
to impeach the U.S. president, Donald Trump.
.
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Figure 2: Voting Behaviors of the Legislators in 2018

Figure 4. Tree model for 2018 Roll Call Votes
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Let us discuss the outline of the PCA:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Compute both data's standardization by subtracting the mean(m)
and, then, dividing by the standard deviation(s) for each
variable's value accept the variable, party (categorical values).
Calculate the covariance matrices for each data standardization. It
is a symmetric matrix with the n × n properties.
Compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the covariance
matrices to find the principal components.
Compute the feature vector matrix that has the columns of
eigenvectors of the components and ordered them by their
eigenvalues in descending order to select the PCs.
Project to subspace (spanned by the eigenvectors), and this
compressed (projected) data is expected to the final data.

The following diagram of the 2018 and 2019' bar plots of the
variances of PCs tell us PC1 and PC2 have the highest variance with

Figure 5. Tree model for 2019 Roll Call Votes

Now let's compare the two methods.
Ø They both perform well to predict the parties.
Ø Both can be used to identify the legislators who voted against
their parties more frequently than others. These legislators are
listed below.

Figure 2: Voting Behaviors of the Legislators in
2018

Figure 3: Voting Behaviors of the Legislators in 2019
In the diagrams (Figures 2 and 3), the red dots represent
the Republicans, and blue dots represent the Democrats, and
the green dot represents the Independent. Some exciting things
are noticeable in both figures,
Ø The data is grouped in terms of parties and their voting
behaviors.
Ø It can easily visualize that PC1 is enough to find the 2018 and
2019 data's misclassified legislators.
Ø Figure 2(2018) efficiently interprets all except that 4/239
Republicans (red dots) have misclassified as Democrats.
Ø Figure 3(2019) interprets all except that
2/235 Democrats (blue dots) have misclassified as
Republicans. The Independent (green dot) has misclassified
as a Democrat.

Future Works
In the future, we can apply principal component
analysis in big data fields such as health care to
compress the data and use logistic regression to predict
the tumor-related disease, whether it is malignant or
benign.
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Method & Result
The legislators' votes have shown in both 2018 and 2019 data
as Yes(1), Not Voting(0), and No(-1). The class value, party, was
recoded as Democrat(D) or Republican(R). The table below is the ten
observations from the 2018 vote data.

Ø We can see which vote separates the parties by the tree
model, but we can't see it in PCA.
·
Ø PCA is unsupervised (less information, but it still does the
job), but the tree is supervised, has much information to
predict. We see that the PCA has similar performance as the
supervised tree model. This indicates that the separation of
the parties is intrinsic and visible according to the votes
themselves.
Ø The tables show the voting intensity of 2019 predicted
Independent as Democrats, more Democrats as
Republicans, and 2018 predicted more Republicans as
Democrats.

Michael R.
Turner

Table 1: Predicted party of Legislator (2018)
Legislator’
Name

State

Justin Amash
Collin C
Peterson

Michigan( MI) Independent
Minnesota(MN) Democrat

Democrat
Republican

José E Serrano

New York(NY) Democrat
New Jersey (NJ) Democrat

Republican
Republican

Jefferson Van
Drew

Actual Party

Predicted in
Decision Tree
and PCA

Table 2: Predicted party of Legislator (2019)
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